[Age-related working memory decline in patients with Parkinson's disease].
The purpose of this study was to investigate the age-related working memory(WM) decline in patients with Parkinson's disease(PD) using Baddeley's WM model. This model consists of the central executive (CE) and two slave systems, the phonological loop (PL) for the storage of verbal materials, and the visuospatial sketchpad(VSSP) for the storage of visuospatial information. The participants of this study were 22 PD, 11 old (age of 68-78, mean age, 70.5) and age of onset, duration of illness, medication time, and Yahr stage, global cognitive status-matched 11 young(age of 39-58, mean age, 51.5) PD, age- and educational years, global cognitive status-matched 22 normal control (NC), 11 old(age of 65-78, mean age, 70.4) and 11 young(age of 45-57, mean age, 52.4). Mental calculation span of digit sequences, digit forward and backward span, visual memory span were carried out. Age related decline of WM was found in both groups, but processing related differences were revealed between the two groups. NC group showed significant decline with aging in digit backward span. In contrast, in mental calculation span, PD groups showed significant deficit revealed in young PD group and declined significantly with aging and significant decline was not found in digit backward span. In term of the processing and difficulty of WM tasks, digit backward span that needs maintenance of digit sequences and re-ordering, was more difficult than mental calculation that needs maintenance of digit sequences, summation of the digit and updating of the results. There were not significant differences between four groups in digit forward span, visual memory span. The results indicated that the WM span in normal aging declined as task difficulty increased. Their performance decline may be caused by the CE dysfunction. On the other hand, PD showed a characteristic CE deficit observed in mental calculation even in young age and decline with aging. Such decline may be caused by peculiar processing related dysfunction of CE that assumes to be essential deficit of PD.